A reality is fabricated

Day 1: Into the Darkness

An experiment in seeing without eyes ultimately resulting in the manifestation of a manifesto who’s rules
and concept was tirelessly discussed amongst some
unsuspecting attendees who would not return in the
following days of the workshop. Perhaps they were lost
in the 24 hours of darkness or scared off by the idea of
such a prolonged glimpse into the nothingness.
The mood was set through the communal listening of
a story read in complete darkness with only the light
of a torch illuminating the paper to guide the reader
and also the listeners. The story was an excerpt of Jose
Saramago’s Blindness the story of a world that is slowly
encompassed by a white blindness.
The eye and the camera operate in the same way the
rods and cones on acting as the film or sensor capturing the imprint of light through the lens. The projector is the opposite of photography created in the 18th
century and used to resurrect the dead to cause fear of
the powers of the supernatural and those who claimed
to be in charge of them.
What if a camera could have its own journey separate from the creator or image maker? What if the eye
could float away from the brain making its own image
of the world around it? What if it flowed down the
river as in Alfonso’s Floating Eye? Capturing the river,
water that we are made of but that we can never be
one with. These floating eyes exist as sculptures the

image completely imaginary in the ceramic piece, the
buyers preferring to imagine the contents with rather
than destroy its delicate vessel. Perhaps this is what we
will find in 24 hours of blindness, that the imagined is
greater than reality.
Reality is made up of light; within darkness there is
only the imagined image, the projected memory of
what we have seen before. Luminescent materials can
be ingested - we can eat the same light the defines all
that we know and understand and make it a part of
our beings traveling through us, providing us with the
nutrition we need to survive and the light we need to
visualize the world around us.
Water is a place that humans cannot truly inhabit but
that we long to be in for comfort and cleansing. We
are made up of mostly water but cannot merge within
it. We are always separate from it. A river is always
hidden, it is fast and ever changing and never thought
about. Water from this river separated by Alfonso into
pure water and pure sediment producing one vile that
encompasses the entire history of the river and one
of timelessness: the purest form of the river’s water
but despite its pureness it provides no hydration and
would cause the drinker to dehydrate and die.
Our eyes came from fish that developed them to spot
predators and prey. The crawled onto land from sea
and carried with them the ability to see.
What will our rules be for this shared experience? The
goal is to come together with our produced materials
and combine them to create a manifesto for blindne-

Rules:
We must not sleep the entire 24 hours
We must not know the time
We must be able to open and shut eyes
We can use Siri
We can break up to two rules
We can be guided

There is an importance in losing time and opening
eyes and looking into the nothingness. It allows for a
disassociated experience so that we are separate from
the boundaries of time and free to project upon the
nothingness our concepts of space.

Day 2: Into the Light

It is agreed that what we are doing is not experiencing
sudden blindness for we know it will end and that we
can see again in the not so far future so there is no fear
of never seeing again accept perhaps in the paranoid
imagination that will fleetingly think “what if…”

Navigating space was strange yet easy in familiar
places. We know our homes or flats so well that we
navigate them without anxiety, following our daily
rituals like animals who walk in the same steps day in
and day out. Our rudimentary routines are a part of us
and we can follow them in the dark the same way we
do in the light.

It is important to some members of the group that we
all do it on the same day, Sunday, so that we can have a
joint experience and share communal energy.

A few of us ventured out by ourselves getting lost and
calling friends to come collect them when they were
tired and lost.

It is good to do it with others around to trust in our
friends, flatmates, partners. It is an exercise in trust of
those around you to keep your safe and sane.

Some reported seeing lights and dots buzzing around
in the vast darkness experiencing what is known as
closed eye hallucinations.

It is also essential that we produce something in this
time frame and it will be interesting to understand
how different experiences were or how similar.

The sun could be felt and the time dictated from that
experience.
One of us could feel colors guessing with markers what
color was being used and finding that their guesses
were entirely correct. The phenomenon has been
researched and some blind people experience similar
feats.
Taste and food were experienced in different ways.
One of us felt that the taste of a kebab he knows to be
of a good quality to suddenly taste foul because of the
texture of grease. Another was tricked by friends, given
porridge in her dinner bowl. Someone found evidence

of breakfast on their dinner table as well.
Entertainment was needed at differing intervals. Some
of us listened to movies imagining their visuals from
memory or making them up. Audio books and lectures
were also listened to with much more interest than
when listened to in the visual world.
We had complete trust in our guides that lead us
around the seeing world. The guides described foods
and spaces to us using our language that is so overly
based in the visual.
We felt tired the pressure of our eyes exhausting us;
many of us had naps.
Many of us felt our dreams to be much more lucid,
more memorable and real than our normal dreams.
One of us dreamt of a loose tooth the feeling of having
one as a child the adult tooth taking the place of the
baby tooth.
One dreamt of a parked car disappearing and a grandmother insisting that the car was a different one that
belonged to another family enraged by the idea that
someone was stealing their car emerged with sticks and
clubs.
Some of us felt our senses heightened and used our
hearing to act as spies on the neighbors.
We found it hard to engage with other people in conversation, to determine if they find what we are saying
to be interesting or if they are becoming bored or have
even walked away leaving the room disappearing into

the nothingness that existed outside of our auditory
comprehension. There is a certain degree of freedom
to act out more and a lack of embarrassment it feels as
though you are less visible because you cannot perceive
people’s reactions to your actions.
Someone felt sad and oppressed greatly by their blindness and unable to communicate to be seen or heard.
It is easy to become loss in the longing for sight in the
inability to do things especially if one is alone.
Practical things felt good to do, suddenly there was
pleasure in tidying up, doing the dishes, things were
done slower more gently and precisely which made
them take much longer so that time passed in a distorted manner.
Time was hard to understand and many of us discovered the time or broke the rule entirely. Time passed
faster because it took longer to do everything.
Overall each of us contradicted our expectations of the
experience:
Those who thought it would be calm found it stressful,
exciting found it boring, anxious found it relaxing.
Out of these experiences what did we produce?
“Eye Fasting” - A kit for blindness that includes two
eye patches.
A list of vegetables felt and guessed in a market that
also produced and inappropriate experience with a leek
and a cheeky marketer causing feelings of vulnerability.
Painted rocks that were felt but the colors unknown.
A series of images and videos blindly taken.

A drawing made with a broken pen so that the image
is blank and then rubbed with graphite with the desire
to recover the lost image.
A series of writings, paintings, and drawings.
Despite being unable to see the entirety of our conversation about our experiences have been deeply rooted
in the seeing world, in visual language. Perhaps this is
a joint root in our differing experiences a linkage in the
visual, an emphasis on what is missing.
What are our key themes?
Etymology of “I see” - Language is rooted within the
visual - is this correct for all languages? How does it
differ from language to language?
Simulation theory
Feeling Colors
Closed Eye Halucinations
Perhaps the use of subtitles upon an image like in Jean
Luc Godard’s film screenshots
We want to produce a series of quickly produced
elements.
Perceptions of distance and space - displayed in the
simple but accurate metaphor of the game we play as
children of running fingers up the outstretched arm
with eyes closed guessing when the fingers reach the
crook of the inner elbow and always guessing wrong.
Ultimately we will accumulate everything into a book.

If there is no surrounding things do not exist

Words exist because of meaning.
– Zhuangzi Tzu
Seeing is forgetting the name of the thing one sees.
– Lawrence Weschler, Robert Irwin

You are more intouch with your mind

The roof is sculptured
The roof is what?
Sculptured
Like ceramics?
You know rich building’s rooftops that they have the
decoration in wood
Oh yeah like etching?
No but in wood
Oh carving?
Yeah I don’t know
Okay cool

Gee not so big… Are you crazy?
No more steps
More steps now
You said step
I said one step not a thousand
I thought you meant up
You’re not being very patient
What happened?
Where are we?
Ila?

Dark was cold

see you later

see eye to eye

watch the film

see fit

have you seen him?

see for dust

We will see

see what is

see the reason

See if I care

I saw through the

see in hell before

I will see to the

see into

see about the

see it coming

they heard the noise and came out to see.

see life

let me see

see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil

Go and see for yourself

see no further than the end of nose

See, there it goes

see no objection

philosophy teaches us to see.

see of

See the red mist

see off

see a man about a dog

see one’s way to

see a man about a horse

see out

see across

see over

see after

see reason

see against

see red

see ahead

see stars

see around

see right

see as

see service

see back

see someone off

see beyond
see daylight
see double

see home
see how the land lies
see how the wind blows

It felt like nothing existed like nothing had a purpose

Pencil dropped, felt gravity for the first time

Before your hands get wet in the soft process of baking, you will have to take into account a
few details. All the ingredients we will use have been selected according to a range of characteristics that will transition smoothly, caressing our hands, tongues and lips. All the meals will
be prepared with as little instruments as possible and no utensils will be required to enjoy our
little feast. A big bowl of warm water and some freshly cut lemons will be at hand’s reach at all
times to fill the room with refreshing aromas and to clean our hands. The company of a calming
melody or a soft background voice is recommended when cooking, and also a friendly conversation whilst dinning. Lastly, having in mind te essential qualities of the food to be celebrated
the modification of any proposed ingredients is encouraged.

Find a big pippin apple which’s silky skin allows a smooth movement of your fingertips up a down (round and round), a fatty, creamy, soft cheese and the driest butter
cookies you can find. Crumble the cookies into a thick pile the dust, chop the apple after cleaning and peeling it’s skin and add a gentle portion of cheese into a reasonsable
sized pot. Use the blender to mix all together until a thick lump-less juice is formed
and add orange juice if dense bevereages are not of your like.

HOW TO

...

With a small knife carefully cut the pomegranate in halves, placing two bowls one big
and next to it the other, gently pulling the small rocks into one and disposing all the
remains into the other. Grab a handful of pistachios and one by one separate the seed
into the bigger bowl. Find two ready pears, two juicy pears that when lightly pressed
smoothly break into their skin and your fingertips get gently damp. With a small knife
peel the soft skin away and chop them into small but recognizable pieces. Big enough
not to dissolve into a thick sweet soup, small enough not to be distinguishable to our
tongue. Open a fresh package of dark chocolate and with fresh clean hands crumble
it into pieces of the desired shape and size. Sprinkle sunflower seeds gently and add a
few raisins before kindly mixing all the ingredients with our hands. Mix until the juices emanated from the pears and the pomegranates blend and transform into a sticky
nectar, then cut a few heavy chunks of creamy goat cheese, add olive oil and sprinkle
some salt before mingling all together for a last time.
...

Salt.
Flour.
Amaretto.
Apple.
Dry Cider.
Pear.
Breadcumbs.
Water.
Baking
Powder.
Sunflower
Seeds.
Orange
Juice.
Egg.

Honey.
Pistachios.
Mushrooms.
Fresh
Mint.
Orange.
Pomegranate.
Sugar.
Milk
Cream.
Dark
Chocolate
Cheese.
Ginger.

ATTENTION

Goat
Cheese.
Lemon.
Butter.
Milk.
Soft
Cheese.
Butter
Cookies.
Raisins.
Onion.
Olive Oil.

WE MAY NEED

Grab a big piece of your favorite cheese and grate it until it becomes a playful handful
of sand escaping between your fingers. Cover the cheese, chop one onion as best as
you can and cook slowly in a pan without excessive olive oil. Once the little chunks
get close one to another and their sweetness invades your kitchen, add finely cut and
washed mushrooms to the party. As much or as many as you want. Cook until the
mushrooms have lost all their water or the amalgamation sticks to the frying pan. Retire to a side and slowly, in a very low fire, melt a big portion of butter in a a different
large frying pan. Then add 7 gentle spoons of wheat flower. Cook the flour without
hurry, but make sure it does not burn as it would pollute the peaceful bite. Once the
flour reaches its apogee, when it starts to get hold of the frying pan, increase the heat
slightly and gently pour half a litre of you preferred lukewarm milk, but remember to
add an extra half a spoon of flour when using very aqueous solutions. Do not cease to
quietly stir; clockwise, anti clockwise, up, down, left, right, round and round. Once
the movement of your hand stiffens and the soup begins to gently purr add another half
a litre of milk without stopping the elliptical movement. A few minutes later, when the
pleasant stirring transforms into a challenging exercise, keep maneuvering the amiable spoon for as long as you would like or for at least for 15 minutes. Add the tasteful
mushrooms and the cheese, and stir for another couple of cheerful minutes. Turn off
the fire, without rush stop stimulating the smelly soup, and then pour into a large clean
mold, cover with transparent film and let rest overnight on top of your kitchen table.
Next morning wake up early and separate three mid size bowls with flour, beaten egg
and breadcumbs. Carefully wash your hands, grab chunks of our oozy potpurri with
your hands and start making appealing shapes. Batter all our bites in the following
order; first flour, then egg and finally breadcumbs. Once we have shaped and dressed
our croquetas in lustrous breadcumbs we shall let them rest for a few ours (even days),
preferably in the freezer, before frying them in abundant hot crispy oil.
...
Grab a generous bounch of fresh mint leaves and after separating the leaves from the
stem place the leaves in a purposefully crafted tea pot. Pour boiling water into the pot
and let it rest for a few minutes. Then pour the drink into a big mug and indulge with
plenty of sponge cake. It is suggested that the cake be dipped in the tea.
...
Be prepared to get your hands dirty in the making of our sponge cake. Find a medium sized cake mold, pour a bit of olive in and with your fingers spread all other it’s
inside. Sprinkle some flour and gently bathe the mold until the flour covers the whole
interior. In a separate bowl add about 20 ounces of sugar, sprinkle a pinch of salt and
mix altogether with 9 with eggs. It would be advisable to use a large wooden spoon
or a whisk. With a small knife cut a pod of vanilla and clean the scented insides into
the bowl. Grab a grater, gently separate the perfumed skin from one succulent orange
and a lemon, and blend altogether with the sugar, eggs... Without breaking the stirring

movement add a large glass of milky cream, 200g of melted butter and a drip of Amaretto. Keep stirring an then add 500g of flour and 12g of baking powder to the mixture
and stir for a little longer until it feels comfortable. Then bake at 180º for 45 minutes
or until your cake stops hissing. Before serving allow the spongy bite to cool down
and enjoy all at once with herbal tea.
///
Allow a generous amount of peeled ginger and three bluntly chopped lemons to slowly boil in a pot. Once the intense flavour of the ginger imposes over the liquid turn the
fire off and add a gentle tea spoon of honey for each comensal, stir consciously and
serve into each cup. If someone was not to enjoy the powerful taste of our tea, fresh
water or very dry cider may be drunk .

It is the impossibility of relations

Our life is 100% - complete - visual - trust -

colour tastes

Dreams of loose teeth and grieving loss. When you
interpret the meaning of loose tooth or teeth, consider feelings of worry, even perhaps fear of letting
go of something that has high value to you in you
waking life.

From dark to light

Language
is so visual
Our life is 100%
-Completevisual -trust-

I could know and do everything

Platonic solid, ideal forms. Homogenization

It felt so close

We got our eyes through fish

(this is a blank page)

It is a glimpse into fiction

Three days after surgery […] Virgil had seen shelves, fruit, cans, people, aisles, carts - so much that he got scared. ‘Everything ran together,’ he said. He needed to get out of the
store and close his eyes for a bit. […] Now, five weeks after the surgery, he often felt more disabled than he had felt when he was blind. […] “I am very insecure while walking;
indeed I am more afraid now than before the operation” […] ‘Since the operation, Virgil had become to buy toy soldiers, toy cars, toy animals, minitures of famous buildings
[…] Through touching these at the same time he looked at them, he could forge a crucial correlation; he could prepare himself to see the real world by learning first to see this
toy world’ […] we formed a strong impression that his sight was to him almost entirely disappointing. It enabled him to do a little more… but it became clear that the opportunities it afforded him were less than he had imagined

Something that is very precious

